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Consultation Procedure 

A significant instrument for the transparency of decision-making processes and the promotion 
of public participation in decision-making processes in Switzerland in the sense of articles 10 
and 13 (1)(a and b) of the United Nations Convention against Corruption is the so-called 
“consultation procedure”.  

The consultation procedure is the phase in the preliminary legislative procedure during which 
federal projects of considerable political, financial, economic, environmental, social or cultural 

importance are assessed in terms of factual accuracy, feasibility, and public acceptance. The 
cantonal governments, the political parties represented in the Federal Assembly, the umbrella 
organisations for communes, cities and mountain regions, the umbrella organisations for the 
economic sector, and other stakeholders relevant to individual cases are invited to participate 

in consultation procedures. Any parties not directly invited to take part may also give their 
opinion. 

The consultation procedure is principally being carried out online. Participants in the 

consultation procedure receive an invitation via email to take part in the consultation, and are 
asked to submit any position statements by email. The information email about the 
consultation, including the supporting documents, is published online on the Federal 
Chancellery’s consultation portal. However, since some of these documents are scanned 

versions of paper documents, this can lead to a change in media within the Federal 
Administration.  
 
Efforts are currently underway to further digitalise the consultation process and to carry it out 

completely electronically in the future. The legal basis for this would already be in place.  
 

Civic Tech Report 

In May 2020, the Swiss Government, the Federal Council, approved the civic tech report, 

which shows how digitalisation can strengthen Switzerland’s political system and increase  
civic engagement. Based on the results of the report, the Federal Council has decided to take 
three measures and instructed the Federal Chancellery to do the following: 

2. Test ‘e-consultation’ and identify practical measures to simplify the consultation 
procedure 
Using digital tools could simplify the administrative procedure for consultations. The 

results of digitised and more structured consultation procedures could be more readily 
interpreted and applied in the subsequent decision-making process. An application is 
currently being developed that will allow for a more structured input of the participants 
in the consultation procedure (at article and paragraph level). Such structured feedback 

will also make it easier to subsequently analyse the submissions. The application is to 
be available for a first consultation (pilot) in autumn 2022 and will then be further 
developed on an ongoing basis on the basis of feedback. 

https://www.newsd.admin.ch/newsd/message/attachments/62611.pdf

